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A Quick Thank You 

I am so, so very happy to welcome you to Month One of Philautia; The 

NecRomantic Guide to Self Love! 

Creating this course was a real journey for me. The techniques detailed in this 

course started as a part of my personal spiritual practice 5+ years ago, and have 

served me well since. Sometime in the summer of 2015, I got the idea to turn these 

methods into a course. Finally, in the late Autumn of 2016, I launched this course 

under the name #SelfCare4SpiritWorkers (or #SC4SW). At that point--since it was 

my first try at an e-course--it was free of charge. 

#SC4SW was...to be quite frank, it was a bit of a mess. PDFs formatted wrong 

(sometimes missing sections), the aesthetics weren't the prettiest, and though 

everyone involved was very nice to me, I'm sure it was more than obvious I didn't 

really know what I was doing.  Which I why I want to quickly give a shout out to 

those brave folks who signed up to be my guinea pigs. 

A heartfelt thank you goes out to: Rachel, Carol, Ray, Cece, Lexie, Hannah, Tatiana, 

Shelby, Amber, Angelique, Kristina, Augustina, Alexia, Cait, Sara, Jonathan, Jaclyn, 

and Vic. 

And a special thanks to you. Yes, you! Everything I do in my career and in my life is 

part of one giant learning process, and I expect I'll learn just as much from you as 

you will from me (if not more). 

Philautia is not just an e-course, it is also a journey. And I am so excited to go on this 

journey with you. 

~Zee



"Don't be satisfied with stories of 

how things have gone with other. 

Unfold your own myth." 

--Rumi 



Lesson 1.1 Personal Myth 

& Symbology 

Every spirit has their own correspondences  rooted in the symbology found in their myths. 

Symbology and myths go hand in hand to such an extent that I couldn’t begin to try to separate 

the two. 

So let’s talk about it.

Why? 

Gods, guardians, genius loci--they all have stories to tell. Every myth about any spirit you've ever 

heard holds clues to these being's personalities, goals, triumphs, tribulations, and motivations. It 

gives you clues to who they are. Aside from talking to them, there is no better way to figure out a 

spirit than to learn their myth--their story. 

And you, my fellow seeker, are a spirit too! You just happen to still be wearing your meat suit. 

So it stands to reason really nailing down your personal myth (or story), will help you to understand

better yourself. 

When you understand yourself better, you better 

understand your needs. And when you better 

understand your needs, you better understand 

how to care for yourself. 



You can choose to go about this one of two ways. You can either write down the god’s honest 

truth in chronological order (your story), or you can stylize it (your myth). 

“But wait,” I can hear some of you saying, “isn’t that like lying?” 

I’d say it depends on your perspective. 

The human mind is a strange machine and memories are malleable. Two people looking back on 

and recounting the same memory will  often times have differing accounts of that same event. 

Because your past is just as moldable as your future. 

The stories we tell ourselves are important, because they speak to our hearts, they speak to our 

spirits. Stories have the potential to trigger emotional responses in us. The details and the symbols 

used are very important to this process. 

As an example, which gives you more insight into my early childhood, and how I relate to and view

that period of my life?

"I grew up in household with a lot of dogs." 

Or:

"I was raised by wolves." 

One is more factually true. The other is more emotionally true. But one triggers a bigger 

emotional response. One ignites the imagination more. I tend to think of it (because I'm a giant 

nerd) as almost viewing myself the way I would a character in a book I really like. It makes me 

root for me more. 

For more on this type of autobiographical story telling, watch the full version of Lady Gaga's 

video for "Marry The Night". No, seriously. 

Okay, but how? 

So embellish your story and make it your myth! Make events sound as though they should 

belong in a fairy tale. Write things out of order. Add colors or shadows, or both. Add shades and 

highlights. Use language that sounds and feels emotionally honest to you. See where it takes 

you.



"Beware of the stories 

you read or tell; 

subtly, at night, 

beneath the waters of 

consciousness, they are 

altering your world." 

--Ben Okri 


